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Model challenges
Complexity – understanding

Processes – calibration, error

Dynamics – non-steady state, feedbacks

Scaling – using earth observation effectively



Models, Data and Occam’s razor
Complexity –simplification of models to represent key factors 
and interactions

Processes – use data to constrain parameters and study the 
emergent patterns

Dynamics – use time series data to constrain time constants 
for transient systems, with explicit uncertainty

Scaling – use multiple orthogonal spatial data to extend 
knowledge



Williams et al. 2009

Combining data with (simple) models



Emulating a complex canopy model

• Multiple canopy layers 
• Radiative transfer scheme
• Leaf level energy balance
• Light and dark reactions
• Stomatal model 
• Plant water transport
• 30 min time step, 100+ parameters, 



Use process knowledge to guide 
emulation

– pN =a1NL exp(a2T) 
– pC =pN(Ci -θ)/ k + (Ci - θ) 
– pD = gc(Ca – Ci)
– gc = f(soil moisture, T, VPD)
– pC = pD

– pI = E0IpD /(E0I + pD) 
– 10 parameters
– 7 daily drivers



Location of calibration sites 
selected using stratified random sampling

LAI 
(m

2/m
2)

Variation in LAI, day length, temperature, radiation, VPD, CO2, foliar N, soil moisture
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Presentation Notes
Stratified by latitude to ensure an equal sampling of land across each 10 degree band.Deserts and areas identified in the ECMWF land cover map has being dominated by C4 plants where excluded from the sampling.The locations do not lie on the current map in all cases as I was previously using a coarser land cover map which shifts the land area slightly.



R2 = 0.97
Bias = 0.25
Rmse = 0.81

R2 = 0.81
Bias = -0.13
Rmse = 0.39

R2 = 0.85
Bias = 0.01
Rmse = 0.03

R2 = 0.45
Bias = 0.24
Rmse = 0.44

Fit simple model to complex LSM

Smallman et al (in prep)



DALEC



OUTPUT
PDFs of parameters, 
fluxes, pools, etc…

DRIVERS
CRU+NCEP weather
GFED burned area

Observations – LAI time series, biomass, SOC
• DA in each 

pixel
• No PFTs
• Continuous 

maps of 
parameters

Carbon-Data-Model Framework: CARDAMOM
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Maps respiration variability

Plausible?
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RaGPP the ratio of autotrophic respiration with respect of GPP showing spatial patterns



Identifies components of respiration

Smallman et al (in prep)
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There is a strong trade off of the fraction of maintenance respiration as a fraction of GPP with the fraction of growth respiration as a fraction of GPP.Rm:GPP is a retrieved parameter from CARDAMOM, Rg:GPP is an emergent property from a fixed fraction of growth being spend as respiration. The maps shows that areas with high biomass are retrieved as having a large maintenance respiration cost relative to the value of growth respiration (tropics)



• Aggrading forest, non steady-
state

• Duke Forest, NC (Loblolly Pine 
planted in 1983)

• What information is required to 
constrain model parameters?

Experiment Foliar C Root C Wood C Soil C
Reference In situ Y Multiple In-situ
MultiWood MODIS LAI N Multiple HWSD
OneWood
ManOnly

MODIS LAI
MODIS LAI

N
N

Single
N

HWSD
HWSD

Constraining dynamics
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Smallman et al (2017)



Less assimilated information

Biomass information can constrain NBP, soil dynamics

Smallman et al., (2017

NBP Wood 
increment

SOM 
increment



Scaling Up – Pan Arctic 

Bloom et al 2016

Soil C

BIOMASSLAI

Satellite derived LAI and Biomass
Soil sampling for soil C



Examples of assimilated data

SOC

Biomass

Lopez-Blanco et al (in prep)
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Figure 1. Original soil organic carbon [SOC; Hugelius et al., 2014] and biomass [Carvalhais et al., 2014] datasets used in the data assimilation process within the CARDAMOM framework (left hand side), assimilated SOC and biomass integrated in CARDAMOM (center), and their respective goodness-of-fit statistics between original and assimilated datasets (right hand side).Figure 2. Original gross primary productitvity [GPP; Jung et al., 2016] and heterotropic respiration [Rh; Hashimoto et al., 2015] datasets used in the data validation process (left hand side), estimated GPP and Rh by CARDAMOM (center), and their respective goodness-of-fit statistics between original and assimilated datasets (right hand side).



GPP

Examples of validated data

Heterotrophic
respiration
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Figure 1. Original soil organic carbon [SOC; Hugelius et al., 2014] and biomass [Carvalhais et al., 2014] datasets used in the data assimilation process within the CARDAMOM framework (left hand side), assimilated SOC and biomass integrated in CARDAMOM (center), and their respective goodness-of-fit statistics between original and assimilated datasets (right hand side).Figure 2. Original gross primary productitvity [GPP; Jung et al., 2016] and heterotropic respiration [Rh; Hashimoto et al., 2015] datasets used in the data validation process (left hand side), estimated GPP and Rh by CARDAMOM (center), and their respective goodness-of-fit statistics between original and assimilated datasets (right hand side).



Flux tower data validation – FLUXNET, 2015 

NEE

GPP

Reco

Lopez-Blanco et al (in prep)
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Figure 3. Monthly-aggregated seasonal variability of observed [FLUXNET2015] and modelled [CARDAMOM] C fluxes [NEE, Net Ecosystem Exchange; GPP, Gross Primary Production; Reco, ecosystem Respiration] across 8 low- and high-Arctic sites [Hakasia, Kobefjord, Manitoba, Poker Flat, Samoylov, Tiksi, UCI-1998 and Zackenberg]. Each of these sites, located in different countries [RU-Russia, GL-Greenland, CA-Canada, US-Unite States,] feature different meteorological conditions and vegetation types (Table S2). Uncertainties represent the 25th and 75th percentiles of both field observations and the CARDAMOM framework.  �



Conclusions
• Simplify models to allow fast running, and 

focus on emulating key processes
• Use multiple time series data to constrain 

dynamics (LAI, biomass) and propagate 
information into SOM

• Incorporate uncertainty into calibration 
process, and into predictions

• Use data from recent historical period to 
evaluate models in space and time



Thanks
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Anav et al., (2015) Reviews in Geophysics

CMIP5 
GPP 1999-2009

Global gross primary productivity remains poorly 
constrained



CMIP5 
GPP 1999-2009

Global gross primary productivity remains poorly 
constrained

No uncertainty
estimate

CARDAMOM 
GPP (2010-2015) = 125 (85/181) PgC yr-1
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Key points being that the two observation orientated efforts (MTE and MODIS) cluster together at the low end while the model orientated estimates tend to have much larger estimates.CARDAMOM which is both model and observation sites between the two at 125 PgC. In comparison the CARBONES produce is ORCHIDEE ran through a DA algorithm which does not yield substantially different results from its non-DA version. They still use PFTs, is this the key difference between what we do and other people?Also we provide uncertainty estimate which no one provides here.



Uncertainty in GPP analysis
Absolute 95% CI Range Relative 95% CI Range
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Our uncertainty actually covers the whole range of values from the previous slide.The maps highlight that our analysis tells us where we are certain or less so. But that our interpretation depends on how we consider the uncertainties (i.e. either as absolute values or as a relative value to their mean GPP in that location)



Managing complexity

• Tendency to add parameters to model
• Increased demand for high resolution forcing
• Computational load
• Harder to understand sensitivity
• Difficult to determine uncertainty
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